
the Discernment of Spirits
5 Week Series

WEEK 1: INTRODUCTION TO SPIRITUAL WARFARE AND THE DISCERNMENT OF SPIRITS
MARCH 8TH	 PP.3-10
Spiritual warfare is not only about Rosaries and prayers to St. Michael.  These are some of  its 

most potent weapons, but as Cassian reminds his monks: without the use of  discretion, even 
the holiest and stoutest of  monks can be brought down.  More than a pitched battle, 
spiritual warfare is about listening and being attentive to the presence of  God and His 
angels, and identifying the attempts of  the evil spirits to draw us from the path our Father 
created for us.  We will begin opening this world of  discernment and the spiritual life 
looking at the Church Fathers and our long standing tradition in discerning God’s presence 
and Will.

WEEK 2: THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DISCERNMENT
MARCH 15TH	 PP. 11-32
God is speaking to us in every moment and is attentive to even the smallest details of  our life.  

Once we turn our attention toward the Discernment of  Spirits, we quickly find that almost 
everything we’ve been taught and have done in discernment is wrong.  The first part in re-
shifting our attention is to recall the key ingredients:

	 	 Identifying consolations and desolations
	 	 Using and being guided by virtue
  Discerning along the way through God’s Blessings and our companions
	 	 Being confident that God is speaking in every moment

WEEK 3: RULES 1-4: IDENTIFYING DESOLATION AND CONSOLATION
MARCH 22ND	 PP. 33-52
In our third week, we begin to look closely at St. Ignatius’ Rules of  Discernment.  In the 

beginning, the focus lies in identifying desolations and consolations, and choosing to flee 
desolation while pursuing consolation.

WEEK 4: RULES 5-9: RESPONDING TO DESOLATION
MARCH 29TH	 PP. 53-76
In rules five thru nine, St. Ignatius focuses his attention on the challenge of  responding to 

desolation.  While the basic advice is to avoid making decisions while we are in desolation, 
St. Ignatius and others, offer practical insight in how to actually respond and how these 
desolations can help one move closer to God.

WEEK 5: RULES 10-14: STRENGTHENING AND GROWING IN DISCERNMENT
APRIL 5TH	 PP. 77-96
In the final session, we look at the final rules that St. Ignatius gives us, as well as how this 

discernment also helps us in our relationships, responding in day-to-day situations, and in 
deepening our spiritual life all together.


